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Born from a passion for skiing and a desire to 
break free from the shackles of mediocrity, 
Lokomotiv skis is the culmination of our 
willingness to follow a dream.

Environmental 
Statement

Lokomotiv ski line 
2010/2011

We can no longer ignore the fact that 
civilisation is having a detrimental effect on 
the environment. We all have a duty to try 
and reduce consumption, however, this need 
not mean a life devoid of pleasure, culture 
or excitement. James Martin called this “eco-
affluence” - living rich and rewarding lives 
without harming the environment. Lokomotiv 
Skis is committed to this vision. Ski building 
and skiing itself does not have to leave a huge 
footprint. Our environmental initiatives have 
helped us reduce waste, use sustainable timber 
and give something back to Nature. After all, it 
is Nature that has given us snow.

As all of our skis are handmade here in Sweden, 
we have the capacity to do one-off designs 
with your graphics and flex requests. We can 
work with you to turn your graphic ideas into 
a topsheet or we can supply a template and 
advice for working with the design yourself. 
Naturally, this takes more time and resources 
and thus costs a little more, but you are 
guaranteed that your skis will be unique. The 
lead time for a custom design is approximately 
4-6 weeks.

Check out our website for latest on tees, hats 
etc: www.lokomotivskis.com

All Lokomotiv skis are handmade in our factory 
in Sweden. We consider them big mountain 
/ backcountry skis that are light enough to 
tour on all day, yet robust enough to fill you 
with confidence when charging. We use only 
top quality materials and place importance 
on having an environmental focus. All of our 
cores are made of bamboo, a fast growing and 
renewable resource, and all of our wastes are 
segregated and recycled. We generally build 
our skis to order, however, do maintain a small 
stock of each model. If you are interested 
in purchasing our skis, please contact us at 
sales@lokomotivskis.com.

Custom Design
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Loveride
now with 2 models

177
130–100–119
23.5

169
130–100–119
21.0

The Loveride is a big mountain ski built with the lighter 
rider in mind. It is a twin tip with tip rocker, traditional 
span and 100mm under the boot - enough float to keep 
any powder freak happy. The stiffness in the ski can 
be made to order to suit rider weight, experience and 
style. Superior torsional stiffness means this ski is a 
superb all rounder and rides great on the piste.

8500 SEk 
850 Eur

priCE

LEnGTh
noSE–miD–TaiL
raDiuS
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Freebird

190
136–104–124
25.0

The Freebird was developed as a versatile all moun-
tain ski with a twin tip, tip rocker and traditional span. 
This ski is stiff enough to bash through knee high crud 
at warp speed, torsionally rigid for those days on the 
hardpack and tough enough to fill you with confidence 
when dropping into a sick line.

8900 SEk 
890 Eur

priCE
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noSE–miD–TaiL
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Doublewide

190
145–114–125
33.4

LEnGTh
noSE–miD–TaiL
raDiuS

The Doublewide takes its name from the ubiquitous 
icon of North America, the trailer park. And, they are 
just that! Double wide and built for those days when 
most people are cursing the foot of snow on the roof 
of their car. The twin tip design with a broader front 
end , tip rocker and traditional span ensures this ski 
excels in powder, yet despite its size, it also performs 
surprisingly well on piste due to its torsional stiffness.

8900 SEk 
890 Eur

priCE
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rockerbilly
now with 3 models

180
146-123-131
24.0

190
154–130–138
25.0

170
138-116-124
23.0

The Rockerbilly has been designed and refined to 
encompass all those elements we liked in other rocker 
skis: an almost water ski shape, with a traditional side 
cut and full tip rocker. We have stuck with a traditional 
span and side cut in the centre of the ski to allow for 
varied riding and to give the ski life. The full tip rocker 
and a monster 131mm under foot for the 190cm model, 
allows the ski to be stiffer for greater stability, yet 
does not comprise float in powder.

9500 SEk 
950 Eur

priCE

LEnGTh
noSE–miD–TaiL
raDiuS
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